Holiday season - here is the summer List!

We are on vacation from 21th of August until 3rd of September! So we try to send all orders out before.

Orders coming in during our vacation time + all News like the new Dark Forest, new Bootcamp stuff from Divebomb, No Remorse news, Oracle LP, new Philadelphia CD and many more will be available from us and will be handled after our return.

ATTENTION - BEWARE of these 2 German guys who are real betrayers! We have sent them the stuff upfront and they never paid for it and never answered any email: Thomas Grund + Michael Kulla - hope they will rot in hell!

NEW Underground Power Records Releases

**WHITE MAGICIAN - The Pledge (NEW*LIM.100 PURPLE VINYL*US METAL*DEMON BITCH) - 17 €**
Underground Power Records 2016 (UP032) - Demon Bitch members with their side project, same Band members, same Killer stuff!
Awesome occult US Metal mixed with Mercyful Fate/King Diamond!
Limited 333 Hand numbered Copies (233 x black + 100 x PURPLE) + Insert!
For Fans of Mercyful Fate/King Diamond, Angel Witch, Portrait, Attic, Demon Bitch, Night Demon, Borrowed Time

**WHITE MAGICIAN - The Pledge (NEW*LIM.233 BLACK VINYL*US METAL*DEMON BITCH) - 15 €**
Underground Power Records 2016 (UP032) - Demon Bitch members with their side project, same Band members, same Killer stuff!
Awesome occult US Metal mixed with Mercyful Fate/King Diamond!
Limited 333 Hand numbered Copies (233 x black + 100 x PURPLE) + Insert!
For Fans of Mercyful Fate/King Diamond, Angel Witch, Portrait, Attic, Demon Bitch, Night Demon, Borrowed Time

**AMBUSH - Run Like Hell (NEW*80's HARD ROCK*SWE*TAROT*P.ALTAR*ASHBURY*RAINBOW*H.LOAD) - 13 €**
Heavy Chains Records 2016 - AUS Import - Limited Edition of 500 copies! Awesome 80's Hard Rock/Heavy Metal from Sweden!
Ambush formed in Köping, Sweden in early 1983, and were active until 1985, after which they changed line up and reformed as Rampant.
The band released a 7” EP and cassette during their time as Ambush, the initial recordings featured on the EP are a killer and unique blend of mystic doomy heavy metal and folky 1970s rock which will appeal to fans of Pagan Altar, Witchfinder General, Ashbury, and Jethro Tull.
The band’s sound gradually became refined to a Rainbow tinged brand of hard rock featuring some great organ sounds while retaining the excellent emotional vocals found on the EP.
This sound reaches its apex in the Rampant recordings with tracks like Dreamers Boulevard and Feed Me Rock. Total hard rock magic!
Heavy Chains Records is very proud to present this compilation which includes: Four Track 7” EP - Recorded in ’83 + Don’t Turn Your Back on Ambush Cassette - Recorded in ’85 Living Thing (unreleased track) - Recorded in ’85 Rampant tracks from Hårdrock Compilation Cassette - Recorded in ’86 + Also included are liner notes outlining the band’s history written by founding member and primary song writer Åke Cromnow.
For Fans of Heavy Load, Rainbow, Pagan Altar, Tarot, Witchfinder General, Ashbury, and Jethro Tull

**ARMORY - World Peace... Cosmic War (NEW*SWE SPEED METAL*AGENT STEEL*RANGER*BLACK VIPER) - 13 €**
High Roller Records 2016 - NWOSHIM again, Speed Metal Killer from Sweden!
For Fans of Ranger, Encycyle, Agent Steel, Air Raid, Black Viper, Lethal Steel, Savage Grace, Helstar, early Running Wild, Atlain and Iron Angel

**A TORTURED SOUL - On This Evil Night (NEW*US METAL*KING DIAMOND*HELSTAR*JAG PANZER) - 13 €**
Pure Steel Records 2016 - Awesome US Power Metal with killer Riffs and King Diamond - like Vocals! 4th Album after a 6 year break! For Fans of Jag Panzer, Helstar, Metal Church, King Diamond/Mercyful Fate, Liege Lord

**ATTALLA – same (NEW*US STONER/DOOM METAL*B.SABBATH*THE CULT*M.MAGNET) - 14 €**
Shadow Kingdom Records 2016 - US Stoner/Doom Metal
Marrying the stoned swagger of early Sabbath to the leafiest of ’70s hard rock, this Wisconsin quartet don’t so much go back in time as stop time itself.
Lumbering, doomed-out rhythms roll forward and engulf the listener in a lysergic haze, while the thick ‘n’ moist riffs pulse and pound with an insistence that’s totally entrancing. In fact, the album’s cryptic song titles - chronologically "Light," "Haze," "Lust," "Thorn," "Veil," and "Doom" - vividly portray the trip to come. Too dark for regular hard rock but still committed to its earthier values without traversing into proto-metal territory, Attalla could verily be a sonic document of 1973, unearthed today.
And yet, undeniably retro as the record may be, ATTALLA brim with a potency that’s timeless and wholly appealing to a wide swath of rock and metal listeners, and in vocalist Cody Stieg, the band has a great ROCK voice not unlike The Cult’s Ian Astbury.

**ATTACK DEMONS - Let’s Raise Hell (NEW*HEAVY METAL*IRON MAIDEN*CAGE) - 13 €**
Pure Steel Records 2016 - Heavy Metal/NWOBHM/US METAL from Portugal - awesome Vocals
Attack Demons are twin guitar harmony in riffs and fiery leads, a rumbling rhythm that deliver blistering speed, yet dial back as necessary, and clean and melodic, yet pitched vocals that can go screaming as necessary. Artur Almeida, who has recently been tapped by Iron Mask for vocals, channels Dickinson with ease, actually sounding better than him.
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Cage, Dio, Manowar
BLACK ROSE - Boys will be Boys (NEW*LIM.500*NWOBHM CLASSIC + BONUS) - 13 €
Blood and Iron Records 2016 - For the very first time on CD, Black Rose first album "Boys Will Be Boys", originally released in 1984, on the Bullet label (Le Griffe, Traitors Gate, Pretty Maids, etc.). Includes as bonus tracks, the exclusive B side of the "Boys will be boys" single ("Liar") and the 1983 self-titled 12"EP songs. Completed with 20-page booklet with lyrics, band photos of the era and liner notes by Steve Bardsley himself, this is a CD issue that was much anticipated for a long time. The wait is over! Limited edition of 500 copies.

BLOODY HAMMERS - Lovely Sort Of Death (NEW*DIGIPAK*US OCCULT DOOM/STONER ROCK/METAL) - 14 €
Napalm Records 2016 - Limited 4 page digipak! Pre-Order: Release Date 05.08.2016, we will send right in time ! Occult Doom/Stoner Rock/Metal Killer ! Fantastic Songs in the vein of Black Sabbath, Danzig, Electric Wizard, Trouble, Roky Erickson "This album is certainly the darkest album I've ever recorded", states BLOODY HAMMERS mastermind Anders Manga, who stays on the dark path to the nether world and opens the seven gates with Lovely Sort Of Death. This BLOODY HAMMERS Dark Occult definitely turns out to be heavier and darker than anything the band has done before. The fourth album haunts the listeners with heavy fuzz toned guitar and an extreme catchy atmosphere. This is the perfect soundtrack for your next favorite horror movie or ouija session! Till death do us part!

CARDINALS FOLLY - Holocaust Of Ecstasy & Freedom (NEW*US DOOM METAL*R.BIZARRE*THE COVEN) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2016 - It's only been 2 years since we're drank from the CARDINALS FOLLY Doom cult and yet they're back again with another devastating deathhammer of Doom! For Fans The Covem, Saint Vitus, Reverend Bizarre, Electric Wizard
This record shows a more mature focus with their focus more on the grooves of Doom Metal. It's more of an up-tempo version of old REVEREND BIZARRE, with an onslaught of thudding bass and fuzzed out guitars that draws you into the inner circle of the occult. With that beat, they still find a way to mix in some cool 70's tempos, splashes of the N.W.O.B.H.M. and more!

CASTLE - Welcome to the Graveyard (NEW*FEMALE US DOOM/HEAVY METAL*SACRILEGE*JEX THOTH) - 14 € VAN Records 2016 - Brandnew Album - Female Fronted US Doom/Heavy Metal, Digipak Edition ! For Fans of Jex Thoth, Jess and the Ancien Ones, Blood Ceremony, Savage Master, Sacrilege, Black Sabbath

CAUCHEMAR - Chapel Ardente (NEW*DOOMY HEAVY METAL/NWOBHM*CAN*P. ALTAR*BLOOD CEREMONY) - 14 €
Nuclear War Now Productions 2016 - US Import ! Doomy Heavy Metal / NWOBH from Montreal/CAN with great female Vocals of Annick Giroux and wonderful guitar harmonies over awesome Riffs ! Chapel ardente is the second full-length album from Canada's Cauchemar and if you enjoyed 2013's Tenebrario man, are you in for a treat. The album is made up of the same NWOBHM-tinged Doom Metal as its predecessor, only better. The songwriting is tighter, more focused, and the guitar tone is crunchy without sacrificing its solemnity. There are some very melodic bass lines a la Black Sabbath ("Funérailles célestes") and the drums are understated but in a reverential sort of way.
For Fans of Blood Ceremony, Black Sabbath, Pagan Altar, Pentagram, Mount Salem, Witchfinder General

CAUSTIC - Malicious / Caustic (NEW*LIM.1000*THRASH METAL CLASSIC*GRINDER*KREATORE) - 15 €
Dark Symphonies 2015 - Long out of print classic 1993 debut album "Malicious" from Switzerland's brutal thrash metal act CAUSTIC! With influences ranging from SLAYER, KREATOR, GRINDER and earlier SEPULTURA, CAUSTIC varied their style for a unique approach, guaranteed to satisfy all fans of extreme metal. It is an unusual and independent world of brilliant murderous riffs filled with wonderful calm moments. Also included is the band's amazing 1992 self titled EP. The Crypt directly with original label owner and Excrciation drummer Andy Renggli, brother to guitarist Chris Renggli (R.I.P.) who has supplied the original cover artwork for both the album and the EP, new liner notes from Andy, drummer Levent Sunu and Excrciation vocalist Eugenio Meccariello, lyrics and classic band photos. Additionally, a Japanese-style OBI-Strip will be included. CD limited to 1000 copies worldwide! Originally released in 1996 and having been long OOP since then, fetching insane online prices, we are proud to offer this classic release once again!

DARKSTAR - Darkstar (NEW*CAN HARD ROCK KILLER + BONUS TRACK*LEGEND*ASHBURY) - 13 €
Cult Metal Classic 2016 - CAN Hard Rock Killer + Bonus Track ! You are all aware of the British Dark Star, the U.S. Darkstarr and also the Canadian AOR band by the same name. Well, get ready to meet another DARKSTAR from Canada, that back in 1982 released their one and only masterpiece, a self-titled LP that contains majestic pompous hard rock with great production, vocal lines, keys, riffs and rhythm section. Only a few copies were made and since then the album became a well kept secret among die hard collectors and music connoisseurs. For Fans of Asia (US), Legend (US), Ashbury, Alkana, April Wine For the first time on CD with one unreleased bonus track, the great DARKSTAR. The CD reissue features 16-page booklet with lyrics, band photos, story of the band, in the well known CULT METAL CLASSICS hyper quality. Plus, the music is remastered from the original master reels, so expect nothing more and nothing less than PERFECT breath taking sound. Get ready to travel back in the early 80's when majestic music was being made.

Dawnbringer - XX (NEW*US EPIC METAL*ATLANTEAN KODEX*HIGH SPIRITS*ZÜÜL) - 11 €
Ektro Records 2016 - US Epic Metal around Mastermind Chris Black (High Spirits), 80's style incl. NWOBH influences Fantastic new Album for Fans of Atlanitean Kodex, While Heaven Wept, High Spirits, Züül, Colossus, Epic Bathory/Primordial with fantastic/clean Vocals

DENIAL - No Comment (NEW*LIM.500*US THRASH METAL CLASSIC*EVIL DEAD*D.R.I.*SACRED REICH) - 14 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2016 - Limited 500 Rerelease of this US Thrash Metal Classic incl. Bonus Tracks ! Cult thrash band from North Carolina DENIAL's first recording 'No Comment' re-mastered and re-issued on CD with bonus tracks. The release titled Still No Comment will include the full EP, bonus studio tracks, and additional live tracks. Re-mastering provided by Jamie King, and new artwork by Steve Cobb.
In the late 80s and early 1990s thrash metal was at an all time high in the United States. A musical assault as if a response to all the fluffy hairballs out there rocking for the cock and masquerading as heavy metal. These bands of disenfranchised youth popped up all over the country bring with them speed, aggression, and a message, DEATH TO POSERS!

North Carolina's response to this metallic blitzkrieg was a foursome from Charlotte who went by the name of DENIAL. Lead by vocalist/guitarist Jeff Triece, along with guitarist Keith Earnhardt, and rhythm section John Lawton on bass, and drummer Kelly Rodgers. The band delivered a fine blend of crossover thrash metal akin to their peers such as Sacred Reich, D.R.I., and Evilevard. Their political based lyrical themes were common in the sub-genre, however helped to set them apart from other bands where they were from. In 1990 DENIAL would release a self-release 6 song EP entitled 'No Comment'. This release would lead to their signing to New Renaissance Records and the release of the Antichrist President album the following year in 1991. But even though the Ed Repka cover was creative it failed to catch many people's attention due to poor promotion and bad timing. This would send DENIAL on a descent into cult underground status.

**DREAMSTATE - Beyond The Mirrors (NEW*LIMIT.500*US METAL CLASSIC 1994*ORACLE*QUEENSRYCHE)** - 14 €


dreamstate From Fort Worth, Texas, USA. Their "Beyond The Mirrors" LP-tape was released back on 1994 and it is without doubt an excellent example of Progressive/Power Metal in the vein of Watchtower, Vicious Rumors, Savatage, Oracle (Jacksonville, US) and Queensrhyce. This masterpiece will be available first time on CD including 4 bonus tracks plus never before seen photos, lyrics and extended info. The bonus tracks include the complete -and unreleased- "Strange Rooms" demo sessions (three tracks from 1997-1998) plus the "Mind Gallery" song which was recorded as part of a compilation promo CD, back in 1996.

14 songs in total, more than 70' minutes of music including everything that the band has ever recorded. As usual all the songs will be remastered from original tapes for the best possible sound experience. Another US Prog/Power jewel will be released the way it deserves!

**EDEN - Eden (NEW*LIMIT.ED. + 9 BONUS*US METAL CLASSIC*AUGUST REDMOON*SAVATAGE*WARRIOR) - 15 €**

Divebomb Records 2016 - US Metal Classic with 9 Bonus Tracks

EDEN's roots date back to one of Orange County, CA's most popular hard rock acts of the early-'80s: August Redmoon. However, despite sold out shows and the success of their groundbreaking 1982 EP, Fools are Never Alone—as well as an appearance on the Metal Massacre IV compilation—AUGUST REDMOON disbanded in 1983.

**FOR FANS OF: WARRIOR, ODIN, MALICE, SAVAGE GRACE, SAVATAGE**

Following a brief stint as Terracuda, EDEN was born when remaining members Michael Henry (vocals) and David Young (drums) joined forces with Salt Lake City transplant Rick Scott Crocco on guitar; and his former sound tech, Dave Henried, on bass. The quartet eventually secured a deal with Enigma/Restless and entered Westwind Studios in Thousand Oaks, CA to record a full-length—but not before bringing former AUGUST REDMOON bassist Gary Winslow back into the fold. Packed to the brim with raucous, energetic heavy metal anthems, EDEN's long-awaited self-titled debut hit the streets in 1986. After being released from their contract due to a lack of label support, the group recruited new frontman (and future QUEENSRYCHE guitarist) Mike Stone and second guitarist Lenny Spickle—recording a new five-song demo in 1987 that displayed a logical progression from the hard-hitting catchiness of the album. This lineup showcased for several major labels, but luck was not on their side, and EDEN folded by the end of 1988. David, Gary, and Lenny, however—alongside an assortment of singers and guitarists—gave EDEN new life in the 2000s, recording a four-song EP in 2010 and making their European live debut at the Headbanger's Open Air Festival in Hamburg, Germany in 2012.

1986's 11-song Eden full-length, rare demo cuts from '85 - '87, and newly remixed tracks from the 2000s era Judgement Day EP—fully remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Recording, and including an in-depth EDEN biography penned by former Headbanger fanzine editor and close friend of the band, Bob Nalbandian.

**HELION PRIME - Helion Prime (NEW*US METAL*IRON SAVIOR*DREAM EVIL*STAR ONE) - 14 €**

Divebomb Records 2016 - US Metal in the European Way

**FOR FANS OF: IRON SAVIOR, STAR ONE, AMARANTHE, DREAM EVIL**

Fast becoming home base for an elite squadron of U.S. heavy metal troops, Divebomb Records is proud to enlist science-centric Sacramento, CA power metallers HELION PRIME to a growing roster that already includes such acts as WÜLFHOOK, ZEPHANIAH, EVERTHRONE, FINAL SIGN and JUDICATOR.

First conceived through a common love of heavy metal and science, HELION PRIME was born in 2014 when DIRE PERIL guitarist Jason Ashcraft joined forces with GRAVESHADOW vocalist Heather Michele to forge a new project—between the two, résumés boasted work alongside such greats as Andy LaRocque (KING DIAMOND, DEATH, etc.), Mark Brdoy (JAG PANZER), Raef Scheepers (PRIMAL FEAR, GAMMA RAY, etc.), Niklas Isfeldt (DREAM EVIL) and Brittney Slayes (UNLEASH THE ARCHERS). The name HELION PRIME was borrowed from an alien planet featured in the 2004 film The Chronicles of Riddick. The concept? Power metal thematically based on actual scientific theories—with the occasional sci-fi theme thrown in for good measure.

Their debut EP, The Drake Equation, followed in 2015, and HELION PRIME's lineup eventually solidified with the addition of Jeremy Steinhouse on bass and AXIOM's Justin Herzer behind the kit. Almost precisely one year later, the group returned with a self-titled 10-track full-length: independently released by the band in mid-February of 2016 and already out of print!

**HELLBRINGER - Awakened from the Abyss (NEW*AUSS SPEED/THRASH METAL*EARLY SLAYER*SODOM) - 13 €**

High Roller Records 2016 - Killer Speed/Thrash Metal from Down Under on their 2nd full length Album ! Genre – Highlight 2016!

For Fans of good old Slayer (Show No Mercy – Hell Awaits), Destruction, Sodom, Kreator, Iron Angel on Speed, Possessed

**INTERNAL QUIET - When the Rain comes Down (NEW*PROG/MELODIC METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*F.WARNING) - 15 €**

Private Press 2016 - Limited Edition with Slipcase ! Awesome progressive melodc Metal with fantastic high pitched Vocals and killer Melodies !

This private press will be a rare item when they will sign a deal with a label - For Fans of Queensrhyce, Fates Warning, Crimson Glory, Iron Maiden, Majesty (US)

9 Songs incl. Bonus Track - over 42 min. playing Time !

**IVORY TIGER - Metal Mountain (NEW*US METAL KILLER*1986 INCL. 9 BONUS TRACKS) - 14 €**

Cult Metal Classic 2016 - Killer US Metal - originally released 1986 as 4 Track EP on Ambush - rereleased now incl. 9 Bonus Tracks One of the greatest Chicago metal bands of the 80's. IVORY TIGER were formed in the mid-80's and released one of the most highly sought after EP's of the time, entilted "Metal Mountain", containing straight forward powerful U.S. metal music which many consider among the best ones from Chicago throughout the 80's.
The CD re-issue contains 16-page booklet, loaded with photos, band story and lyrics of all songs. It will feature 9 previously unreleased bonus tracks and will be digitally remastered to ensure maximum listening quality. For every U.S. metal fan of the 80's, this is definitely one of the most anticipated 2016 reissues!

**KALASHNIKOV** - Same (NEW*LIM.500*POWER METAL*METAL CHURCH*LAAZ ROCKIT) - 14 €

Alone Records 2016 - Limited 500 Hand-Numbered Copies, 8 full-coloured pages booklet with lyrics Killer Power Metal from Italy for Fans of Metal Church, early LAAZ ROCKIT, Vicious Rumors

**LORD VICAR** - Gates of Flesh (NEW*SWE DOOM METAL*COUNT RAVEN*REVEREND BIZARRE) - 14 €

The Church Within Records 2016 - The Gates of Flesh is the third album from Lord Vicar. It was recorded by audio wizard Joonas Lukala at Noise for Fiction studio in Turku, Finland, in the Autumn of 2015. The studio had the benefit of a huge live room which gave the band the opportunity to capture a sound that breathes with the ambience of the space, but maintains the sonic weight for which they are rightly known. For fans of Count Raven, Candlemass, Reverend Bizarre, old The Gates of Slumber and old Black Sabbath.

The tracking of the album was undertaken by the core of the band - Kimi, Gareth and the legendary Lord Chritus, with bass duties being split between Kimi and Gareth. Sami is not featured on the album but has been taking care of bass for live shows. Deliberately shorter than previous albums, the band sought to concentrate their trademark heaviness into shorter, punchier songs and fit the album onto a single vinyl LP.

The result is an album that the band consider their most focused and intense release to date.

**NATIONAL SUICIDE** - Anotheround (NEW*THRASH METAL KILLER*OVERKILL*HEATHEN) - 13 €

Scarlet Records 2016 - New album for one of the brightest stars in today's thrash metal scene featuring drummer vender (Game Over) - National Suicide's sound is sharp, heavy and aggressive, with deep roots in the Eighties thrash metal scene and Vocals in the Judas Priest "Painkiller" - Halfway hard ! Their first album ('The Old Family Is Still Alive') came out in 2009 and attracted immediate attention from fans and media alike, and was followed by an extensive tour that included high profile festival appearances in Italy (Rock Hard Festival, Play It Loud), Germany (Thrash Assault), Spain (Keep It Thrash, Metal Cova) and more. The band's sound is faster and sharper than ever, with deep roots in the American thrash metal scene of the Eighties and some distinctive features that make it instantly recognizable. For Fans of Overkill, Heathen, early Exodus, Game Over.

**NINJA** - Valley Of Wolves (NEW*GER HEAVY METAL REREL.*HMC #34*ACCEPT*TYRANT) - 13 €

Pure Steel Records 2016 - German Classic Heavy Metal, 2016 Rerelease, lim. to 666 copies, colored tray, certificate, handnumbered, HMC #34 ! 3rd Album - originally released in 1997 ! For Fans of Accept, Scorpions, W.A.S.P., Quiet, Judas Priest, Running Wild, Gravestone, High Tension, Tyrant.

**PSYCHOPRISM** - Creation (NEW*US METAL*CRIMSON GLORY*MALMSTEEN*ARTIZAN) 13 €

Pure Steel Records 2016 - US Metal Killer with high pitched Vocals and fantastic Breaks !

For Fans of Crimson Glory, Lordbane, Artizan, Malmsteen

**PYLON** - A Lament (NEW*EPIC DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS*SOLITUDE AETURNUS*MEMORY GARDEN) - 13 €

Roxx Productions 2016 - Swiss doom metal outfit Pylon are very excited to announce the details of their latest release, which marks the bands 7th full length release.

For Fans of Candlemass, Solitude Aeturnus, Memory Garden, Altar of Oblivion In the two years since the release of Homo Homini Lupus, Pylon have made no progress whatsoever – which is the greatest compliment you can give this Swiss band of doom stalwarts. Again, they have managed to capture that particular down-tuned- slow-because-I-can magic on A Lament with eight brand new and epic tracks such as "Desolation Is Divine" or "Lazarus" but no less with more succinct numbers such as the paean to Clint Eastwood with the track "The Lone Rider" in its seven-minute briskness.

Back by popular demand is Matt Brand on Ozzy-tinged lead vocals. Ian Arkley does the honors of gracing the album with a majestic guitar solo on "The Day After The War" whilst Damir Eskic, representing the top echelon of Swiss Malmsteen disciples, takes the speed up a notch with a roaring lead break on "Desolation Is Divine".

This brand new album does it again, hitting a true home run for heavy metal fans and doom fans alike. This beautifully packaged Limited Edition digipack comes complete with a 12 page insert and complete lyrics enclosed.

**RAMSES** - The Secrets of Faith in Rebirth (NEW*ANTHOLOGY/MELODIC HEAVY METAL*BEL*AXEL) - 13 €

Blood and Iron Records 2016 - Female fronted melodic Heavy Metal Classic Killer from Belgium !

After AXEL disbanded in 1991, Stefaan Lambrecht formed RAMSES. In 1993 they have released in a small Belgian label their only album “Faith in Rebirth” impossible to find nowadays. In 1997 they record a few songs to release an EP that never came out since the band finished activity. The 90’s were a rough period for any traditional Heavy Metal band, to make even worse they were from Belgium, which at the time was dead, compared to the great Metal scene they had back in the 80s. We think its the right time to bring you collectors of Euro-melodic Metal, the short legacy of Ramses. 12 Page booklet includes lyrics, band history and photos of the band and memorabilia.

**SEVENTH CALLING** - Battle Call (NEW*US POWER METAL*ICED EARTH*K.DIAMOND*OVERKILL) - 13 €

US Private Press 2016 - After a 6 year break US Power Metallers SEVENTH CALLING are back with their 3rd full length Album and its their heaviest so far incl. some elements of Speed + Thrash Metal, but always with clean vocals - KILLER ! Bottom line: if you like the American side of traditional and classic melodic heavy power metal Seventh Calling's Battle Call should be on your short list.

For Fans of Iced Earth, Judas Priest, early Overkill, Metallica, King Diamond

**SHAH** - Beware (NEW*LIM.1000*RUS THRASH METAL CLASSIC+OBI*HOLY TERROR*TOXIK) - 15 €

Dark Symphonies Records 2016 - Russian cult thrash metal masters SHAH to reissue their classic debut CD "Beware".

For Fans of Voivod, Toxik, Holy Terror, Megadeth
Old school, technical thrash metal with insane and extreme vocals and amazing, intricate guitar work, guaranteed to fit nicely in any old school metal lovers' collection. "Beware" has been sought after for decades as the original has been long out of print. This will mark the first official CD reissue since the early 1992!

This CD is designed after the original ATOM-H release and will have massive 20 page booklet featuring the original artwork, taking elements from the original layouts with attention to detail, even down to the logos and typefaces for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are unpublished classic band photos, flyers and brand new liner notes from original founding member and main songwriter Anton Garcia. Additionally, a Japanese-style OBI-Strip will be included. CD limited to 1000 copies worldwide!

**SHAH - Terror Collection (NEW*LIM.1000*RUS THRASH METAL CLASSIC+OBI*HOLY TERROR*TOXIK) - 14 €**

Dark Symphonies Records 2016 - legendary Russian cult thrash metal masters SHAH to reissue their classic sophomore CD "Terror Collection". For Fans of Voivod, Toxik, Holy Terror, Megadeth

Old school, technical thrash metal with insane and extreme vocals and amazing, intricate guitar work, guaranteed to fit nicely in any old school metal lovers’ collection. "Terror Collection" has been sought after for decades as the original has been long out of print. This will mark the first official CD reissue since the early 1991! As a bonus we will be including 2 post-SHAH rehearsal tracks!

This CD is designed after the original SNC release and will have 16 page booklet featuring the original artwork, taking elements from the original layouts with attention to detail, even down to the logos and typefaces for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are unpublished classic band photos and brand new liner notes from original founding member and main songwriter Anton Garcia and Olivier Zoltar Badin. Additionally, a Japanese-style OBI-Strip will be included. CD limited to 1000 copies worldwide!

**SHANNAH - Endless (NEW*25th ANNIVERS.*BEL HEAVY METAL*AIXEL/ARMSEY) - 13 €**

Blood and Iron Records 2016 - AXEL guitarist Frank Deroubaix, joined female singer Conny Visschers and formed SHANNAH after AXEL disbanded. Under this moniker, they created a Belgian masterpiece of melodic Heavy Metal with female vocals, through the privately pressured MINI LP "Endless". However, the times were not good anymore for a classic melodic Heavy Metal band. Specially in Belgium. Thrash was already established, Death/Black have taken over and they were too late for the Hair Metal craze (Grunge was in), so the record failed to have any impact. So it's time to make justice to the short SHANNAH legacy and give to the Euro Metal/Melodic Metal fans this gem.

This expanded edition besides the very rare MINI LP (which sells usually for high values), also includes the 1993 demo. Released for the first time on CD, it includes a 12 page booklet with band history, lyrics, photos of the band and memorabilia and is remastered by the man himself, Frank Deroubaix.

**SINISTER ANGEL - Enter The Gates Of Hell (NEW*US METAL*1984 INCL. 5 BONUS TRACKS) - 14 €**

Cult Metal Classic 2016 - Killer US Metal - originally released as US Private Press EP in 1984 - now rereleased incl. 5 Bonus Tracks!

Almost 32 years since its original release on mega rare vinyl, it finally gets an official reissue on CD with 5 bonus tracks. One of the best 80's U.S. metal EPs, a collector's item for many years.

SINISTER ANGEL keep the flame alive, by going on strong 'till this day, playing nothing more and nothing else, than powerful U.S. metal with NWOBHM touches.

The reissue features 16-page booklet, with cult photos of the band, biography, lyrics and both original and new fantasy artwork.

**SLAVE RAIDER - Bigger, Badder & Bolder (NEW*LIM. US MELODIC METAL*KICK AXE*TWISTED SISTER*RATT) - 14 €**

Divebomb Records 2016 - Limited US Melodic Metal + Bonus Tracks!

FOR FANS OF: TWISTED SISTER, KICK AXE, RATT, QUIET RIOT

The year was 1989. Cult-favorite Twin Cities shock metallers SLAVE RAIDER found themselves without a label, having been dropped from the Jive Records roster following the release of their first two albums — Take the World by Storm (1986) and What Do You Know About Rock 'n Roll? (1988). Despite losing two members in the major label fallout, the group refused to throw in the towel and set to work independently producing what would become their most daring album... one that would be— quite literally—Bigger, Badder & Bolder.

Having previously reissued the first two SLAVE RAIDER classics in 2015, Divebomb Records is excited to complete the trilogy by issuing Bigger, Badder & Bolder on CD for the first time since its extremely limited edition release in 1990! This bigger, badder, and bolder (pun intended) edition has been brought back to life through all-new mastering of Jamie King at The Basement Recording, two secret bonus tracks, and an essay on the band's closing chapter by NoEcho.net co-editor Carlos Ramirez—featuring input from SLAVE RAIDER frontman Chainsaw Caine himself.

It may have taken 26 years, but it's time for these underground heavy metal legends to finally get their due.

**SOUND BARRIER - Speed of Light (NEW*US METAL CLASSIC 1986*FIFTH ANGEL*RACER X) - 15 €**

Sound Barrier was one of the most amazing US Power Metal bands from the 80's, for the first time officially released on CD. Digipack edition with one Bonus track. BRA Import ! Remastered at Locomotivo Studio by Sidney Sohn.

For Fans of Fifth Angel, Racer X, MARS, Crimson Glory

**SPANISH STEEL ATTACK Vol. 1 (NEW*UNDERGROUND HEAVY METAL*LAZER*ZARPA*PERCUTOR) - 13 €**

Sounds Of Metal Productions 2016 - Fantastic Underground Metal Sampler from Spain with Heavy Metal Bands from Spain, Argentina + Mexico

01 ZARPA Corazón de piedra (*) - banda invitada-, 02 AGO El Verdugo (*) - banda invitada -, 03 METALIZED Into The Fire, 04 MAUSER La Vieja Negra, 05 SLOWBURN Still in the fight

06 KRAMP Tale Of Revenge, 07 ROTTENTOWN Fear, 08 PERCUTOR Escapa, 09 STREAMER Broken Dreams, 10 ALACRÁN Una Noche Más, 11 ASHRA Bastardo, 12 GARRA El Clan de la Noche

13 LAZER Workless Game, 14 SMASHER Nightmare returns, 15 LEAD SOLDIER Tregua Perfecta (*) - Bonus track -, 16 RAPTORE My Own Grave (*) - Bonus track -

**SPELL - For None and All (NEW*CAN HARD ROCK/HEAVY METAL*AMULET*MAIDEN*FLIGHT*J.PRIEST) - 14 €**

Bad Omen Records 2016 - Brandnew CAN 70's/80's Hard Rock/Heavy Metal Killer!

For Fans of early Judas Priest, UFO, Flight, Amulet, CC Company, Iron Maiden, Cauldron, White Wizzard, BÖC, DIO, early Mercyful Fate
SPELLCASTER - Night Hides The World (NEW*US HEAVY/SPEED METAL*IN SOLITUDE*LETHAL STEEL) - 14 €
Prosthetic Records 2016 - Brandnew US Heavy-Speed Metal - US Import!
The band's strength is largely complete. Twin guitars deliver riffs, rhythm and groove, harmony, and fiesty leads. Underneath, the rhythm section propels their tunes with power and groove. When these two parts work together the Spellcaster sound is large, lush, and powerful. I can't overstate how effortlessly Spellcaster melds harmony and melody with rhythm and groove. Upon these layers, add the lead vocals and vocal arrangement, simply an echo of the inherent melody and harmony. Tyler Loney has a natural talent for clean melodic singing, and his range is strong and controlled. He's never scream or harsh. At this third element and you have heavy metal dynamo, a well-oiled metal machine.
For Fans of Iron Maiden, In Solitude, Lethal Steel

STEEL ANGEL - In A Quiet Dream (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL CLASSIC 1992*C.GLORY*H.APPARENT) - 14 €
Steel Angel from Bradenton, Florida USA. Their "Inquiete" LP-Tape was released back on 1992 only on a hundred cassette copies for family and friends.
By this time the band had already split due to the death of their vocalist Jason Flanders on a car accident. Also included as bonus first unreleased demo from 1990.
This masterpiece available first time on CD. Here we got the finest melodic US Power Metal you can imagine, in the vein of Crimson Glory and Heir Apparent, featuring killer vocals and fantastic lead guitar parts. All the songs have been remastered from scratch and will be presented on a great package featuring never before seen photos, detailed interview and info.

THE SILENT RAGE - The Deadliest Scourge (NEW*LIM.500 COPIES*GRE POWER METAL*ICED EARTH*P.FEAR) - 13 €
Alone Records 2016 - Limited 500 Hand-Numbered Copies, 8 full-coloured pages booklet with lyrics. The music of The Deadliest Scourge is Power metal mixed with Thrash Metal, in the best sense of the genre: melodic, galloping, abounding in riffage, with an abundance of fiery guitar solos.
For fans of Iced Earth, Primal Fear, and Sanctity.

WARRIOR - Resurrected (NEW*LIM.500*NWOBHM CLASSIC*22 SONGS) - 13 €

WEIRD LIGHT - Doomicvs Vobiscvm (NEW*DOOM METAL CULT*CANDLEMASS*REVEREND BIZARRE) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2016 - Doom Metal Cult from France !
French doom cult WEIRD LIGHT. It's a damn shame this short-lived band couldn't have stayed together longer to put together a killer debut album for the label, but after years of communication, the band just couldn't see eye to eye on it.
Their sole recording, the 2007 demo "Doomics Vobiscvm," and add two previously unreleased tracks, making this that full-length that could not be. Everything you need to know about WEIRD LIGHT is in the title "Doomics Vobiscvm": this is ultra-doom of the highest order, balancing the eerie drama of classic Candlemass with the molten weight of prime Reverend Bizarre.
Seriously, these four tracks are the BEST French doom metal songs ever created, and exactly how DOOM METAL should sound in all its forlorn glory!

WILD ROSE - "4" (NEW*GRE MELODIC METAL*LIM.300 + 2 BONUS*DEF LEPPARD*NIGHT RANGER) - 14 €
Steel Gallery Records 2016 - Limited Edition of only 300 copies incl. 2 Bonus Tracks Awesome Melodic Metal/Melodic Rock in the American Way ! For Fans of Def Leppard, Journey, Survivor, Night Ranger

WITCHHAMMER- The Lost Tapes (NEW*LIM.500*SWE SPEED/HEAVY METAL*POWERMAD) - 14 €
Alone Records 2016 - Limited + Hand Numbered Edition of only 500 CDs !
BRAND NEW Cover, 8 pages booklet with lyrics, old band's photos this CD released SEALED with STICKER For Fans of Tyrant's Reign, Powermad, Forte, Merciful Fate

WITCHFYNDE - Cloak & Dagger (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC + 3 BONUS TRACKS*3rd ALBUM) - 14 €
Classic Metal Records 2015 - NWOBHM Classic - BRA Import !
Third Cd released by this NWOBHM band. Brazilian version released by Classic Metal. Absolutely recommended. A total must have.

WITCHFYNDE - Give 'Em Hell (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC + 3 BONUS TRACKS*DEBUT ALBUM) - 14 €
Classic Metal Records 2015 - NWOBHM Classic - BRA Import !
First Cd released by this NWOBHM band. Brazilian special digipack version released by Classic Metal, with 3 bonus tracks. Absolutely recommended. A total must have.

WITCHFYNDE - Stagefright (NEW*NWOBHM CLASSIC*2nd ALBUM) - 14 €
Classic Metal Records 2015 - NWOBHM Classic - BRA Import !
Second Cd released by this NWOBHM band. Brazilian version released by Classic Metal. Absolutely recommended. A total must have.

ZODIAC - Grain Of Soul (NEW*GER HARD ROCK*GRAVEYARD*HORISONT*RIVAL SONS) - 14 €
Napalm Records 2016 - 4 Page Digipak - awesome Hard Rock from Germany on their best Album so far, more straight Rock less Blues - fact !
Grain Of Soul – the fourth full length album by the riff-laden German rock fourpiece Zodiac, is their most graciously focused effort to date, between the obscenely relaxed desert guitar sounds and melodies bigger than the horizon, Zodiac have triumphed upon their return.
For Fans of Graveyard, Thin Lizzy, Monster Magbet, Dead Lord, Free Fall, Kadavar, Horisont, Wolfram, Rival Sons Recorded, mixed, and produced by Arne Neurand (Guano Apes, etc.) at Horus Sound Studio in Hannover, and mastered by Grammy Award winning Jean-Pierre Chalbos (Gojira, etc) at La Source Mastering in Paris, the backdrop for this mature rock manifesto flirts heavily within the
multiple genres of hard rock, from stoner, to grunge, to alternative, Grain Of Soul ultimately succumbs to one thing only: a timeless collection of songs from a band that seem to have found their ultimate artistic freedom. A classic rock manifesto with a timeless collection of songs!

**BACK IN STOCK CDS**

**CRO-MAGS** - Alpha Omega (NEW*LIM.RERELEASE*US HARDCORE/METAL CLASSIC*LEEWAY*S.TENDENCIES) - 14 €
Divebomb Records 2016 - US Hardcore Metal Classic - limited Rerelease!

**IRON ANGEL** - Winds of War (NEW*GER THRASH/SPEED METAL CLASSIC + 7 BONUS TR.) - 15 €

**MAGIC CIRCLE** - Same (NEW*LIM. RERELEASE *US EPIC DOOM METAL/NWOBMH DEBUT*PAGAN ALTAR) - 14 €

**MESSIAH** - Final Warning (NEW*US WHITE METAL CLASSIC*RERELEASE) - 14 €
Retroactive Records 2010 – US White Metal Classic - First official CD release - a real must have! Throw away the lousy bootlegs!

**MESSIAH** - Going Insane (NEW*US WHITE METAL CLASSIC + BONUS TRACKS) - 14 €
Retroactive Records 2010 – US White Metal Classic incl. 3 Bonus Tracks - a real must have!

**OBLIVION MYTH** – Between Light And Shadow (NEW*US PROG/POWER METAL DEBUT*SANCTUARY) - 10 €

**PROUD EXISTENCE** - The Trial (NEW*LIM.500*DUTCH STEEL*MARTYR*EMERALD*PICTURE) - 15 €
For Fans of Picture, Dark Wizard, Highway Chile, Martyr, Killer, Emerald, Defender, Second Hell, Skull Crusher, Allied Forces and Future Tense

**TITAN FORCE** - Titan Force (NEW*US METAL CLASSIC*HARRY CONKLIN) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2006 - For many heavy metal fans this Colorado based quintet led by the three Flores brothers created an album equal to the previous singing attempt of Harry “The Tyrant” Conklin, “Ample Destruction”. This re-issue comes with liner-notes, photos and as bonus songs, the band’s complete ‘88 demo and 2 unreleased songs taken from their ‘94 demo.

**VINYL**

**ARMORY** - World Peace... Cosmic War (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK V.*SWE SPEED METAL*AGENT STEEL) - 15 €
High Roller Records 2016 - NWOSHM agaon, Speed Metal Killer from Sweden!
Limited Edition of 150 x black vinyl, lyric sheet
For Fans of Ranger, Encycyle, Agent Steel, Air Raid, Black Viper, Lethal Steel, Savage Grace, Helstar, early Running Wild, Atlain and Iron Angel

**BLACK KNIGHT** - Master Of Disaster DLP (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYLCAN POWER METAL + 5 BONUS TR.) - 22 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2016 - US/CAN Metal Classic in the ultimate Version + 5 Bonus Tracks! Limited Edition of 400 copies in BLACK Vinyl, Gatefold Cover!
BLACK KNIGHT “Master of Disaster” available again on limited edition double gatefold LP, featuring 5 additional unreleased songs on top of the many bonus stuff that were already available in the previous vinyl version. The BLACK KNIGHT vinyl edition has been in high demand for many years cause the previous re-issue edition have been sold out since ages and now with the opportunity of the extra 5 songs, we think it’s time for the ultimate version of the reissue! This edition also features tons of AMAZING Black Knight photos that will see the light of day for the first time, plus liner notes, lyrics and biography. So let it begin!!!! HAIL!!!

**BLACK KNIGHT** - Master Of Disaster DLP (NEW*LIM.200 RED VINYLCAN POWER METAL + 5 BONUS TR.) - 26 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2016 - US/CAN Metal Classic in the ultimate Version + 5 Bonus Tracks! Limited Edition of 200 copies in transparent RED Vinyl, Gatefold Cover!
BLACK KNIGHT “Master of Disaster” available again on limited edition double gatefold LP, featuring 5 additional unreleased songs on top of the many bonus stuff that were already available in the previous vinyl version. The BLACK KNIGHT vinyl edition has been in high demand for many years cause the previous re-issue edition have been sold out since ages and now with the opportunity of the extra 5 songs, we think it’s time for the ultimate version of the reissue! This edition also features tons of AMAZING Black Knight photos that will see the light of day for the first time, plus liner notes, lyrics and biography. So let it begin!!!! HAIL!!!

**BLACK KNIGHT** - Master Of Disaster (NEW*LIM.100 BOX-SET*CAN POWER METAL + 5 BONUS TR.) - 110 € only a few available
Cult Metal Classic Records 2016 - US/CAN Metal Classic in the ultimate Version + 5 Bonus Tracks! Limited Edition of 100 copies Boxsets!
After many fan requests, BLACK KNIGHT's masterpiece will be available as a special limited edition of 100 hand-numbered copies BOX-SET! The BOX cover features the original black-white-red cover of the monster EP "Master Of Disaster" and it contains:
- CD edition (20-page booklet, liner notes, album story, photos and lyrics)
- Double LP edition (only available in this BOX edition of white transparent vinyl and a great gatefold cover, including liner notes, album story, photos and lyrics)
- Cassette tape edition (only available in this BOX, special cassette edition with full-coloured booklet, liner notes, album story, photos and lyrics)
- T-Shirt (only available in this BOX, special white t-shirt, featuring the original cover of "Master Of Disaster" EP - ask your size - available Sizes: Medium, Large, Extra Large)
- Pin with the logo of the band (only available in this BOX)
- Patch with the logo of the band (only available in this BOX)
- Poster (only available in this BOX)

BLACK SABBATH - Early Rituals - Rugman's Youth Club, Dumfries 1969 (LIM.500 BLACK VINYL) - 20 €
Witch House Records 2016 - Very rare early live recording with some Earth songs they were still performing at this stage. Presented in a beautiful full colour cover with insert with 1969/70 rare pictures and information notes, this is a mandatory collectible by the best and biggest Heavy Metal band on the planet, which at this early period still had some influences of Prog/Jazz Rock on some of their songs.

BLOODY HAMMERS - Lovely Sort Of Death (NEW*LIM.180g BLACK VINYL*OCCULT DOOM ROCK) - 17 €
Napalm Records 2016 - Limited Edition BLACK 180g Vinyl, Gatefold Cover ! Pre-Order: Release Date 05.08.2016, we will send right in time ! Occult Doom/Stoner Rock/Metal Killer ! Fantastic Songs in the vein of Black Sabbath, Danzig, Electric Wizard, Trouble, Roky Erickson "This album is certainly the darkest album I've ever recorded", states BLOODY HAMMERS mastermind Anders Manga, who stays on the dark path to the nether world and opens the seven gates with Lovely Sort Of Death. This BLOODY HAMMERS Dark Occult definitely turns out to be heavier and darker than anything the band has done before. The fourth album haunts the listeners with heavy fuzz toned guitar and an extreme catchy atmosphere. This is the perfect soundtrack for your next favorite horror movie or ouija session! Till death do us part!

BRUTUS - Wandering Blind (NEW*LIM.500*BLACK VINYL*KADAVAR*GRAVEYARD*BLUE CHEER) - 18 €
Svart Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 500 Copies in Black vinyl ! Fantastic 70's Rock with Ozzy - Vocals ! For Fans of Kadavar, Graveyard, Blue Cheer, Black Sabbath, Leaf Hound Grand Funk Railroad
Oslo's BRUTUS are one of those rare breed, a solid and non-corrupted pure blues/hard-rock powerhouse, started by three Swedens and two Norwegians ten years ago and openly in awe of LEAF HOUND, GRAND FUNK RAILROAD and BLUE CHEER, right on the fence separating the 60's from the 70's when musicians were already letting their hair hang but had yet to compromise their vision to please the money-hungry business man.

BRUTUS - Wandering Blind (NEW*LIM.150*SPATTER VINYL*KADAVAR*GRAVEYARD*BLUE CHEER) - 24 €

CARONTE - Codex Babalon (NEW*LIM.300 RED VINYL*DOOM/STONER METAL*E.WIZARD*R.BIZARRE) - 17 €
Van Records 2016 - 180g red virgin vinyl, ltd 300, sleeve made of rough solid-colored red cartonstock with golden print, 12" sized booklet with lyrics and impressions Doom/Heavy/Psycho/Stoner Metal at its Best ! For Fans of Reverend Bizarre, Danzig (Vocals), Electric Wizard

CASTLE - Welcome to the Graveyard (NEW*LIM.180g BLACK VINYL*US DOOM/HEAVY METAL) - 17 €
VAN Records 2016 - Brandnew Album - Female Fronted US Doom/Heavy Metal. Limited 180g black vinyl, printed inner sleeve, poster For Fans of Jex Thoth, Jess and the Ancien Ones, Blood Ceremony, Savage Master, Sacrilege, Black Sabbath

CASTLE - Welcome to the Graveyard (NEW*LIM.180g RED VINYL*US DOOM/HEAVY METAL) - 17 €
VAN Records 2016 - Brandnew Album - Female Fronted US Doom/Heavy Metal. Limited 180g red vinyl, printed inner sleeve, poster For Fans of Jex Thoth, Jess and the Ancien Ones, Blood Ceremony, Savage Master, Sacrilege, Black Sabbath

CAUCEMAR - Chapelle Ardente (NEW*DOOMY HEAVY METAL/NWOBHM*LIM.RED VINYL*P.ALTAR*BLOOD CEREMONY) - 21 €
Nuclear War Now Productions 2016 - US Import ! Limited Edition Red Vinyl + Insert + Poster ! Doomy Heavy Metal / NWOBH from Montreal/CAN with great female Vocals of Annick Giroux and wonderful guitar harmonies over awesome Riffs ! Chapelle ardente is the second full-length album from Canada's Caucemar and if you enjoyed 2013's Tenebrario man, are you in for a treat. The album is made up of the same NWOBHM-tinged Doom Metal as its predecessor, only better. The songwriting is tighter, more focused, and the guitar tone is crunchy without sacrificing its solemnity. There are some very melodic bass lines a la Black Sabbath ("Funérailles célestes") and the drums are understated but in a reverential sort of way.
For Fans of Blood Ceremony, Black Sabbath, Pagan Altar, Pentagram, Mount Salem, Witchfinder General

CAUCEMAR - Chapelle Ardente (NEW*DOOMY HEAVY METAL/NWOBHM*LIM.BLACK VINYL*P.ALTAR*BLOOD CEREMONY) - 21 €
Nuclear War Now Productions 2016 - US Import ! Limited Edition BLACK Vinyl + Insert + Poster ! Doomy Heavy Metal / NWOBH from Montreal/CAN with great female Vocals of Annick Giroux and wonderful guitar harmonies over awesome Riffs ! Chapelle ardente is the second full-length album from Canada's Caucemar and if you enjoyed 2013's Tenebrario man, are you in for a treat. The album is made up of the same NWOBHM-tinged Doom Metal as its predecessor, only better. The songwriting is tighter, more focused, and the guitar tone is crunchy without sacrificing its solemnity. There are some very melodic bass lines a la Black Sabbath ("Funérailles célestes") and the drums are understated but in a reverential sort of way.
For Fans of Blood Ceremony, Black Sabbath, Pagan Altar, Pentagram, Mount Salem, Witchfinder General
CAUCHEMAR - Chapelle Ardente (NEW*DOOMY HEAVY METAL/NWOBHM*LIM.CLEAR VINYL*DIE HARD*BLOOD CEREMONY) - 26 €
Doomy Heavy Metal / NWOBH from Montreal/CAN with great female Vocals of Annick Giroux and wonderful guitar harmonies over awesome Riffs!
Chapelle ardente is the second full-length album from Canada's Cauchemar and if you enjoyed 2013's Tenebrario man, are you in for a treat. The album is made up of the same NWOBHM-tinged Doom Metal as its predecessor, only better. The songwriting is tighter, more focused, and the guitar tone is crunchy without sacrificing its solemnity. There are some very melodic bass lines a la Black Sabbath ("Funérailles célestes") and the drums are understated but in a reverential sort of way.
For Fans of Blood Ceremony, Black Sabbath, Pagan Altar, Pentagram, Mount Salem, Witchfinder General

DAWNBRINGER - XX (NEW*LIM.150 CLEAR VINYL*US EPIC METAL*HIGH SPIRITS) - 17 €
Ektro Records 2016 - US Epic Metal around Mastermind Chris Black (High Spirits), 80's style inkl. NWOBHM influences Limited Edition of 150 copies in Clear Vinyl + Insert !
Fantastic new Album for Fans of Atlantean Kodex, While Heaven Wept, High Spirits, Züül, Colossus, Epic Bathory/Primordial with fantastic/clean Vocals

DAWNBRINGER - XX (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*US EPIC METAL*HIGH SPIRITS) - 16 €

DIAMOND HEAD - Same (NEW*LIM.CLEAR VINYL + BONUS 7**NWOBHM KILLER) - 19 €
Rock Classics 2016 - Limited Edition Clear Vinyl LP + Bonus 7" oft he new Diamond Head Album - Killer NWOBHM !
Comeback Album of this NWOBHM Heroes around Brian Tatler and new Singer Rasmussen who sound much more than Sean Harris than the previous one. No more NWOBHM influences - just oldschool Riffs + oldschool NWOBHM ! Without Diamond Head there would be no Metallica at all !
Influential and iconic heavy metal band, Diamond Head, release their first album of new material in eight years. Entitled Diamond Head, the album features an exciting new talent in singer Rasmus Bom Andersen. In 2014 Diamond Head invited London based, Danish-born Ras to join the band.

FIRE - Save Me 7" (NEW*LIM.333*BLACK V.*PRIVATE*M.STEEL*OMEN*C.UNGOL) - 8 Euro
GER Private Press 2016 - Limited Edition 7" of only 333 Hand numbered Copies in Black or Red Vinyl !
Fantastic Heavy Metal with Epic + US Metal influences ! Be fast or cry later - this will be a future rarity !
For Fans of Manilla Road, Cirith Ungol, Medieval Steel, Iron Maiden, Omen

FIRE - Save Me 7" (NEW*LIM.333*RED V.*PRIVATE*M.STEEL*OMEN*C.UNGOL) - 8 Euro
GER Private Press 2016 - Limited Edition 7" of only 333 Hand numbered Copies in Black or Red Vinyl !
Fantastic Heavy Metal with Epic + US Metal influences ! Be fast or cry later - this will be a future rarity !
For Fans of Manilla Road, Cirith Ungol, Medieval Steel, Iron Maiden, Omen

GOATESS - Purgatory Under New Management DLP (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*LORD VICAR/COUNT RAVEN) - 24 €
Swart Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 400 copies DLP on Black Vinyl ! Doom Metal / Stoner Metal around Swedish cult doom metal vocalist Chritus Linderson (Count Raven, Saint Vitus, Terra Firma)!
For Fans of Lord Vicar, Count Raven, Black Sabbath, Saint Vitus
At nearly 65 minutes, 'Purgatory Under New Management' is as epic as its predecessor yet different. Far more psychedelic sounding, its eight songs portray a band not afraid of expanding their horizons and minds beyond the mere 'doom' or 'stoner' tags, heading for something that is both atmospheric and progressive in spirit, even if you'll feel in suspension somewhere between the moon and the sun one moment and assaulted with a ton of brick the next. And of course, you've got Linderson unmistakable voice, a shaman on his own right, preaching to all us sinners to repent before it's too late.

HELLBRINGER - Awakened from the Abyss (LIM.200 BLACK V.*AUS SPEED/THRASH METAL*EARLY SLAYER* SODOM) - 15 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Killer Speed/Thrash Metal from Down Under on their 2nd full length Album ! Genre – Highlight 2016!
Limited Edition of 200 x black vinyl, insert, poster
For Fans of old good Slayer (Show No Mercy – Hell Awaits), Destruction, Sodom, Kreator, Iron Angel on Speed, Possessed

HELLHOUND - Tokyo Flying V Massacre (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*METAL INQUISITOR*EXCITER) - 15 €
Diabolic Might Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 400 Black Vynils with full colored Insert and Antistatic Innersleeve Classic Heavy Metal from Japan for Fans of ACID, TYRAN PEACE, early ACCEPT, WOTAN, METAL INQUISITOR, SOLITAIRE, EXCITER, TRANCE, RUNNING WILD

HEMISFERIO – Hasta Encontrarte 7" (NEW*LIM.500 BLACK VINYL*IRON SPELL*OMEN*MURO) - 8 €
HMH /Heavy Chains Records 2016 - Chile's Hemsferio unleash a flawless heavy metal strike! Combining powerful and emotional vocals with razor sharp riffs and melodies! This release compiles the band's first two singles on one 7" EP. NWOBHM mixes with classic Heavy Metal + 80's US Metal !
For Fans of Muro, Lucifer's Hammer, Iron Spell, Omen, early Helstar

HEXX / RUTHLESS - Tyrants of Steel Vol.1 7" (NEW*LIM.500 BLACK VINYL*US METAL*EXCL.TRACKS) - 8 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 500 Copies in Black vinyl, insert - include brand RUTHLESS track titled "Thirteen Skulls", and new exclusive version of the HEXX track titled "Burn Or Boil".
Classic US Metal !
HEX / RUTHLESS - Tyrants of Steel Vol.1 7" (NEW*LIMITED 400 RED VINYL* US METAL*EXCL.TRACKS) - 9 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 400 Copies in Transparent Blood-Red vinyl, insert - include brand RUTHLESS track titled "Thirteen Skulls", and new exclusive version of the HEXX track titled "Burn Or Boil". Classic US Metal!

HIGH FIGHTER - Scars & Crosses (NEW*LIMITED 400 BLACK VINYL*DOOM/STONER/PSYCHO METAL DEBUT ALBUM) - 17 €
Svart Records 2016 - Doom/Stoner/Heavy/Psychadelic/Sludge Metal from Germany with female Vocals! Limited Edition of 400 Copies in Black Vinyl
High Fighter started as a new band project born by former band members of A Million Miles, Buffalo Hump and Pyogenesis in the summer of 2014 with their debut EP - The Goat Ritual!
High Fighter are going to surprise a lot of people when they release their new album. It has the potential to being one of the best debut albums of 2016. So if you’re into Doom, Blues, Sludge, Stoner and Heavy Metal then look no further as HIGH FIGHTER have it all and are ready to KICK ASS to show the world what they can do.

HIGH FIGHTER - Scars & Crosses (NEW*LIMITED 400 RED/BLUE VINYL*DOOM/STONER/PSYCHO METAL DEBUT ALBUM) - 18 €
Svart Records 2016 - Doom/Stoner/Heavy/Psychadelic/Sludge Metal from Germany with female Vocals! Limited Edition of 400 Copies in transparent red w/ blue streaks Vinyl
High Fighter started as a new band project born by former band members of A Million Miles, Buffalo Hump and Pyogenesis in the summer of 2014 with their debut EP - The Goat Ritual!
High Fighter are going to surprise a lot of people when they release their new album. It has the potential to being one of the best debut albums of 2016. So if you’re into Doom, Blues, Sludge, Stoner and Heavy Metal then look no further as HIGH FIGHTER have it all and are ready to KICK ASS to show the world what they can do.

HIGH SPIRITS - Take Me Home 7" (NEW*LIMITED 250 BLACK VINYL*US METAL*NIGHT DEMON) - 8 €
High Roller Records 2016 - black vinyl, ltd 250, b/w Just Like a Dream! Brandnew 7" with classic Heavy Metal from USA around Mastermind Chris Black

SMALL FACES - Hammer Damage (NEW*US METAL KILLER*LIM.400 COPIES BLACK VINYL) - 9 €
Black Lotus Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 400 Black Vinyds with full colored Insert and Antistatic Innersleeve Classic Female fronted Heavy/Sweden/Psychedelic from Colombia for Fans of ACID, ACCEPT, WARLOCK, IRON MAIDEN

MERCYFUL FATE - Spectacle of Might (NEW*LIMITED 150*RED/BLACK SPLITTER*LIVE 1984) - 25 €
Cult Legend Recordings 2016 - Brandnew Limited Edition of 150 copies in RED/BLACK Splatter Vinyl "Melissa Europe Tour 1984"
Recorded 3rd March 1984, City Hall, St. Albans, England! Special Radio Airplay Edition!

MERCYFUL FATE - Spectacle of Might (NEW*LIMITED 150*WHITE/BLACK SPLITTER*LIVE 1984) - 25 €
Cult Legend Recordings 2016 - Brandnew Limited Edition of 150 copies in WHITE/BLACK Splatter Vinyl "Melissa Europe Tour 1984"
Recorded 3rd March 1984, City Hall, St. Albans, England! Special Radio Airplay Edition!

MERCYFUL FATE - Spectacle of Might (NEW*LIMITED 150* BLACK VINYL*LIVE 1984) - 25 €
Cult Legend Recordings 2016 - Brandnew Limited Edition of 150 copies in BLACK Vinyl "Melissa Europe Tour 1984"
Recorded 3rd March 1984, City Hall, St. Albans, England! Special Radio Airplay Edition!

NATIONAL SUICIDE - Anotheround (LIMITED 100 RED VINYL*THRASH METAL KILLER*OVERKILL*HEATHEN) - 18 €
Scarlet Records 2016 - New album for one of the brightest stars in today's thrash metal scene featuring drummer vender (Game Over) - National Suicide's sound is sharp, heavy and aggressive, with deep roots in the Eighties thrash metal scene and Vocals in the Judas Priest "Painkiller" - Halfway way! Limited 100 copies in RED Vinyl!
Their first album (The Old Family Is Still Alive') came out in 2009 and attracted immediate attention from fans and media alike, and was followed by an extensive tour that included high profile festival appearances in Italy (Rock Hard Festival, Play It Loud), Germany (Thrash Assault), Spain (Keep It Thrash, Metal Cova) and more. The band's sound is faster and sharper than ever, with deep roots in the American thrash metal scene of the Eighties and some distinctive features that make it instantly recognizable.
For Fans of Overkill, Heathen, early Exodus, Game Over

OMEN - Hammer Damage (NEW*US METAL KILLER*LIM.400 COPIES BLACK VINYL) - 15 €
Pure Steel Records 2016 - US Metal, 2016 Album, Limited Edition of 400 copies in BLACK Vinyl Kevin Goocher on Vocals again and most of the Songs are in the tradition of Battle Cry

PATH OF SAMSARA - Black Lotus (NEW*GER OCCULT ROCK*THE DEVIL'S BLOOD*TIAMAT) - 17 €
Van Records 2015 - Limited Edition of 287 copies in white vinyl, 12" sized booklet, printed inner sleeve Occult Rock/Metal with influences of Doom, Prog and Psychedelic at its best - a multitude of genres such as: Heavy Metal, Doom Metal, Black Metal, Gothic Rock and even Folk. These barely manage to escape immersing under PATH OF SAMSARA's old-school rock outfit.
Black Magick Rock'n'Roll for Fans of The Devil's Blood, Tiamat, Year of the Goat, Blue Cheer, The Doors

PURPLE HILL WITCH - Same (NEW*LIMITED BLACK VINYL*COUNT RAVEN*ORCHID*WITCHCRAFT) - 18 €
The Church Within Records 2015 - Fantastic Debut Album by PURPLE HILL WITCH from Norway! After their great Debut Pic. 7 (nearly sold out) the Witch is back with a Doom Metal Blast!
Limited Edition in BLACK Vinyl. A must have for all Fans of Orchid, old Black Sabbath with Ozzy, Witchcraft, Saint Vitus and Count Raven
RUNNING WILD - Port Royal (NEW*LIM. PICTURE LP*GER HEAVY METAL CLASSIC) - 25 €
Fan club Edition 2016 - Replica of the famous Picture LP, Lim. 250 Copies incl. Insert

SALEM - Dark Days (NEW*NWOBHM*LIM. 250 BLACK VINYL*SARACEN*DEEP MACHINE) - 16 €
Pure Steel Records 2016 - NWoBHM, 2016 Album, Black Vinyl, insert NWoBHM mixed with melodic Hard Rock at ist best ! Limited Edition of 250 copies in Black Vinyl For Fans of SARACEN, UFO, RAINBOW, DEEP MACHINE or heavy MAGNUM

SEAMOUNT - Nitro Jesus (NEW*DOOM METAL*PHIL SWANSON*ORCHID*2 x 10" BLACK VINYL) - 22 €
The Church Within Records 2015 - High quality 2-10" Vinyl. Comes in gatefold cover with printed inner sleeves Brandnew fantastic Doom Metal again on their 5th Album with 70ies Hard Rock influences, Phil Swanson (Hour of 13, Vestal Claret, Upwards of Endtime) charismatic Voice and great guitar work.
This one is again more back to their roots ! 8 from 10 Points in Rock Hard Magazine by Boris Kaiser For Fans of Witchfinder General, Crowbar, Trouble, Thin Lizzy, The Devil's Blood, Vanderbuyst, Black Sabbath, St. Vitus, Pentagram or Orchid !

SECUTOR - Stand Defiant (NEW* LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*KREATORE*Sodom*DESTRUCTION) - 15 €
Diabolic Might Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 400 Black Vinyls with full colored Insert and Antistatic Innersleeve Classic GER Thrash Metal for Fans of Kreator, Sodom, Destruction or Motörhead

SHERWOOD - Riding the Rainbow (NEW*LIM.250 WHITE VIN.*NWOBHM*PRAYING MANTIS) - 22 €
Buried By Time And Dust 2016 - Limited Edition in white vinyl, ltd 250, gatefold cover + 4 Bonus Tracks !
Sherwood originally formed in the hills of Yorkshire near the latter end of the NWOBHM movement in 1984 honing their classy progressive brand of metal. By 1986 the band was ready to record tracks for their debut 7".
When the recording was finished the tracks were too long to fit properly on the seven inch format so the 4 tracks were released on the bands own label on a 12" milp with the monochromatic winged stallion gracing the cover. The "Riding the Rainbow" mini lp co-produced by Mendes Prey Jih Seymour was released in 1986 in an edition of 500 copies and quickly disappeared. Even with the advent of the internet the recording is generally only familiar to underground vinyl hunters and NWOBHM maniacs and sickos. Upon contacting the band it was revealed that the session produced a full lp with eight tracks of killer melodic and emotional heavy metal. The record will contain all eight tracks, full lyrics, forward by Mark(fluff) Hodgson and many unpublished photos in gatefold cover.
Again, killer classy and melodic metal for fans of Magnum/Gillian/White Spirt/Dark Star and old Praying Mantis.

SHERWOOD - Riding the Rainbow (NEW*LIM.250 WHITE VIN.*NWOBHM*PRAYING MANTIS) - 21 €
Buried By Time And Dust 2016 - Limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 250, gatefold cover + 4 Bonus Tracks !
Sherwood originally formed in the hills of Yorkshire near the latter end of the NWOBHM movement in 1984 honing their classy progressive brand of metal. By 1986 the band was ready to record tracks for their debut 7".
When the recording was finished the tracks were too long to fit properly on the seven inch format so the 4 tracks were released on the bands own label on a 12" milp with the monochromatic winged stallion gracing the cover. The "Riding the Rainbow" mini lp co-produced by Mendes Prey Jih Seymour was released in 1986 in an edition of 500 copies and quickly disappeared. Even with the advent of the internet the recording is generally only familiar to underground vinyl hunters and NWOBHM maniacs and sickos. Upon contacting the band it was revealed that the session produced a full lp with eight tracks of killer melodic and emotional heavy metal. The record will contain all eight tracks, full lyrics, forward by Mark(fluff) Hodgson and many unpublished photos in gatefold cover.
Again, killer classy and melodic metal for fans of Magnum/Gillian/White Spirt/Dark Star and old Praying Mantis.

SLAYER - Live at Villa Fontana Texas 1984 (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL) - 20 €
Post Mortem Records 2016 - This is the legendary Slayer show with S.A. Slayer on Texas, 1984! Incredible performance with good soundboard recording and presented in a delightful cover with live pictures from the band in 1984. 12 songs, this was the legendary show with San Antonio Slayer!

SPELL - For None and All (LIM. 180gr BLACK V.*CAN HARD ROCK/HEAVY METAL*AMULET*MAIDEN*FLIGHT*J.PRIEST) - 18 €
Bad Omen Records 2016 - Brandnew CAN 70's/80's Hard Rock/Heavy Metal Killer ! Pre-Stryker ! Limited Edition 180gr Black Vinyl !
For Fans of early Judas Priest, UFO, Flighet, Amulet, King Crimson, CC Company, Iron Maiden, early Scorpions, Cauldron, White Wizzard, BÖC, DIO, early Mercyful Fate

SPELLCASTER - Night Hides The World (NEW*US METAL*LIM.300 BLACK VIN.*IN SOLITUDE*LETHAL STEEL) - 18 €
The band's strength are largely complete. Twin guitars deliver riffs, rhythm and groove, harmony, and fiesty leads. Underneath, the rhythm section propols their tunes with power and groove. When these two parts work together the Spellcaster sound is large, lush, and powerful. I can't overstate how effortlessly Spellcaster melds harmony and melody with rhythm and groove. Upon these layers, add the lead vocals and vocal arrangement, simply an echo of the inherent melody and harmony. Tyler Loney has a natural talent for clean melodic singing, and his range is strong and controlled. He's never screamo or harsh. At this third element and you have heavy metal dynamo, a well-oiled metal machine.
For Fans of Iron Maiden, In Solitude, Lethal Steel

STEREO NASTY - Nasty by Nature (NEW* LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*J.PRIEST*WARRIOR*WASP) - 15 €
Diabolic Might Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 400 Black Vinyls with full colored Insert and Antistatic Innersleeve Brandnew Heavy Metal Killer from Ireland ! Anthemic 80's metal done right.
For fans of WASP, DOKKEN, MALICE, JUDAS PRIEST, WARRIOR, OMEM

THRASHFIRE - Thrash Burned the Hell (NEW* LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*THRASH METAL*KREATORE*OVERKILL) - 15 €
For Fans of Reverend Bizarre, Danzig (Vocals), Electric Wizard
Van Records 2015 - Killer Doom Metal from Italy with some Stoner influences and Vocals in the good old Danzig way! One of the best looking Vinyles ever! Caronte have payed live at the Hammer of Doom Festival 2015! For Fans of Reverend Bizarre, Danzig (Vocals), Electric Wizard

CARONTE - Ascension (NEW*LIM.DLP WHITE VINYL*E.WIZARD*R.BIZARRE*DANZIG) - 20 €
Van Records 2015 - Limited double 180g white virgin vinyl, jacket made of rough cartonstock with cupper and bronze print, heavy inner sleeves, 12" sized 20 paged booklet. For Fans of Reverend Bizarre, Danzig (Vocals), Electric Wizard

CARONTE - Ghost Owl (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK VINYL*R.BIZARRE*E.WIZARD*DANZIG) - 15 €
Jolly Roger Records 2013 - Limited Edition of 150 copies on Black Vinyl - For Fans of Reverend Bizarre, Danzig (Vocals), Electric Wizard

JESS AND THE ANCIENT ONES - Second Psychedelic Coming (LIM.DLP*BLACK V.*OCCULT/PSYCHEDELIC ROCK) - 24 €
Swart Records 2015 - Brandnew 2nd Press as Limited DLP 500 COPIES in Black Vinyl. Gatefold Cover from the Retro/Psychedelic Occult Rock Masters and its another Masterpiece enriched with some acoustic guitars, the mighty flute and overall the perfect Voice of Jess!

MAGIC CIRCLE - Same (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*US EPIC DOOM METAL/NWOBHM*PAGAN ALTAR) - 20 €
For Fans Hour of 13, Candlemass, Solstice, While Heaven Wept, Reverend Bizarre, Pagan Altar, Orchid and The Lamp of Thoth.

Diabolic Might Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 400 Black Vinyles with full colored Insert and Antistic Inner sleeve Thrash Metal Shrapnel from Turkey for Fans of Kreator, Destruction, Overkill

WAKAS - Metal de los Dioses (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*PERU HEAVY METAL) - 15 €
Blood and Iron Records 2016 - New Peruvian band WAKAS, are a breath of fresh air in the underground Heavy Metal scene, with their mystical dark Heavy/Doom Metal sung in their native language. This is their first recording previously released on cassette, issued now on vinyl with exclusive cover art. The lyric content deals with their ancient pre-Hispanic Pagan Inca mythology. Musically they melt influences of Cirith Ungol, Pentagram and local heroes Sentencia. Single Sided, EP, Limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl

WARRIOR - Resurrected DLP (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM CLASSIC) - 20 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 300 x black vinyl, gatefold cover, 12 page A4 booklet
MAGISTER TEMPU - Lucifer Leviathan Logos (NEW*EPIC/NWOBLHM - DOOM METAL*M. FATE*LIM.250*BLACK V.) - 17 €
Cruz del Sur 2016/2013 - Limited Edition of 250 Copies in Black Vinyl, Gatefold Cover, Insert For Fans of Mercyful Fate/King Diamond, Attic, Tales of Medusa, Solitude Aeturnus, In Solitude, Portrait, Pentagram, Black Sabbath, Candlemass, Solstice

MAGISTER TEMPU - Into Duat (LIM.250 BLUE VINYL*A.KODEX*I.MAIDEN*SORCERER) - 17 €
Cruz del Sur Records 2016/2015 - Limited Edition of 250 copies in BLUE vinyl, lyric insert For Fans of Candlemass, Sorcerer, Iron Maiden, Manilla Road, Atlantean Kodex, Mercyful Fate

NIGHT VIPER - Same (NEW*LIM.CLEAR VINYL*SWE HEAVY METAL/NWOBLHM**NIGHT DEMON) - 18 €

RECON - Behind Enemy Lines (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK V.*US WHITE METAL*CIRCLAM GLORY) - 25 Euro
Rox Productions 2016 - Limited to 200 LP's in BLACK VINYL only! US Metal at its very best - TOP 10 US Metal Album for Fans of Crimson Glory, early Queensryche, Syris, Solar Eagle, Hittman, Zions Abyss with unbelievable great high pitched Vocals and fantastic Riffs/double leads!

RECON - Behind Enemy Lines (NEW*LIM.100 ORANGE V.*US WHITE METAL*CIRCLAM GLORY) - 30 Euro
Rox Productions 2016 - Limited to 100 LP's in ORANGE VINYL only! US Metal at its very best - TOP 10 US Metal Album for Fans of Crimson Glory, early Queensryche, Syris, Solar Eagle, Hittman, Zions Abyss with unbelievable great high pitched Vocals and fantastic Riffs/double leads!

THE GATES OF SLUMBER - The Wretch DLP (NEW*US.300 GREY VINYL*EPIC/DOOM METAL) - 22 €
Rise Above Records 2011 - Heavyweight double vinyl in gatefold sleeve with insert. This grey vinyl version is limited to 300 copies. Epic/Doom Metal Killer! A real must have! For Fans of Saint Vitus, Black Sabbath - Ozzy, Trouble

Ultimatum - Into The Pit (NEW*LIM.150 SPATTER VINYL*US THRASH/WHITE METAL) - 25 Euro
Rox Productions 2016 - US Thrash Metal Killer - Limited to 150 copies in clear with blood splatter VINYL - one time pressing! Rox Records is very excited to be announcing the second in our brand new limited edition series entitled the Roxx Underground Series The second in the series

WITCH MOUNTAIN - Mobile of Angels (LIM.LP*400 COPIES*SWAMP GREEN V.*US DOOM METAL) - 17 Euro
Svart Records 2014 - Brandnew US Doom Metal Killer with great female Vocals - this is the 4th Album from this US Band - active since 1997! Limited Edition LP of only 400 x Swamp Green Copies in Green Vinyl, Gatefold jacket, MP3 download code. LAST album with the awesome Uta Polkin on Vocals! For Fans of Jex Thoth, Black Sabbath, Saint Vitus, Jess and the Ancient Ones, Rise and Shine, Sabbath Assembly!

WITCH MOUNTAIN - Mobile of Angels (LIM.LP*100 COPIES*COKE BOTTLE GREEN V.*US DOOM METAL) - 20 Euro
Svart Records 2014 - Brandnew US Doom Metal Killer with great female Vocals - this is the 4th Album from this US Band - active since 1997! Limited Edition LP of only 100 x transparent coke bottle green Copies in Green Vinyl, Gatefold jacket, MP3 download code.

WITCH MOUNTAIN - South of Salem (LIM.DLP*300 BLACK VINYL*US DOOM METAL*FEMALE VOC.*JEX THOTH) - 24 Euro

TAPES

SUBSTRATUM - Demo TAPE 2016 (NEW*LIM.100*FEMALE US METAL*SATAN'S HALLOW*LORD BEAST) - 9 €
Swords and Chains Records 2016 - The debut demo from this sword raising female fronted heavy metal band! Will be limited to 100 hand-numbered copies, and features all 3 songs. For Fans of Lord Beast, Warlock, Chastain, and Satan's Hallow

MAGAZINES

DEAF FOREVER #13 (NEW*GER METAL MAG*KREATUR*HIGH SPIRITS*POSTER R.WILD/DIO) - 6 €

Eine lange Anlaufzeit brauchte unser Interview mit Teitanblood, weil Bandkopf Nasko kaum welche gibt. Monatelange Vorarbeit zählte sich aber schließlich doch aus: Herr Mühlmann wurde zur Audienz gebeten und auch Michael Kohsiek fühlte sich in seinem Element, als er fünf


Massenhaft Tonträger-Reviews sind selbstverständlich, und zwei historisch wertvolle Poster spendieren wir Euch ebenfalls: Beglückt Eure Mitbewohner mit Running Wilds Gates To Purgatory und Rainbow auf ihrem Zenit mit Dio. In diesem Sinne: Raise the Fist of the Metal Child!
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